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With a 
staggering 17 
new polarising 
models set to 
be launched in 
2015, it’s safe to say that 
Wiley X is an eyewear brand 
that’s going places. Tackle 
Trade World uncovers 
how these new 
models added to its 
existing range offer 
absolute premium 
protection.

Wiley X USA
T: +1 800 776 7842
W: www.wileyx.com
Wiley X Europe
T: +45 96 93 00 45
W: www.wlieyx.eu

You may think that you know all about Wiley 
X, the fast-growing eyewear brand with a 
specialism in protection and optical clarity, 

but we can assure you that there’s far more to 
Wiley X than first meets the eye. For starters, the 
company is headquartered in California in the US, 
but also has a European subsidiary headquarters in 
Denmark. 

The company claims to offer the best polarising 
filter on the market – Filter 8™. This polarized film 
layer creates 100 per cent polarization and 100 per 
cent UV protection and is protected differently from 
other polarized films as it is layered between two 
layers of Selenite™ polycarbonate to extend the 

overall life and performance of the lens. And 
protection is one of Wiley X’s big selling points. 

Its glasses all meet strict safety standards that mean 
you can be sure your eyesight is in good hands when 
wearing them.

Back to the optics, though – Wiley X glasses offer 
a level of clarity that the company claims matches 
and often surpasses that of other eyewear brands in 
the fishing market. This, according to the company, 
is because they pay particular attention to ensuring 
a clear field of vision across the entire lens, and 
not just a central area. Prescription lenses are also 
available and utilise advanced RX lens technology 
and superior lens-coating options.

To further enhance the optical experience, many 
Wiley X models also benefit from the company’s 
patented Facial Cavity™ Seals, which protect your 
eyes from wind, dust and pollen. They also block out 
light from your peripheral vision, meaning that you 
can focus on the important stuff – fishing.

Wiley X now offers an exhaustive range of 
models, lens technologies and frame colours, 
which now stand at an impressive 35 in 
the fishing market thanks to the 
17 new additions.

17 new Wiley X models for 2015
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WX Tide 1 WX Peak 1

WX Tide 2 WX Peak 2

WX Knife WX P-17

WX Arrow 2 WX Legend

WX Arrow 1 WX Moxy 1

WX Gravity WX Moxy 2

WX Blink WX Moxy 3

WX Echo WX Valor
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